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gestation

obtuse  

appetiser

version 

skirmish 

occasionally 

combatant

constipation

compressor

agreement 

horizontal

brutality

unappetising

ransack

procedure 

lineage

lourie approximately necessity obstacle 

Find the hidden spelling words, circle them and write them under the 
corresponding words in the boxes at the bottom of the page. The 
hidden words are written from left to right,  top  to  bottom  and 
bottom to top.

ACTIVITY 18
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Complete the crossword puzzle using the words  and clues on the 
following page.

ACTIVITY 16

Across

integration| moderation| incitement | literary |excitedly | inkling |testimony | sophisticated 
annoyance | endorsement | moccasin | contribution | photogenic |tranquillity | orphanage 
incredible | kitchenette| superintendent | distracted | threatening

Down
2. Having a good understanding of culture and fashion
3. Expressing a threat or something unpleasant 

or violent
4. Connected with literature
5. Something that you give
6. Having a face that looks attractive in photographs
7. To encourage somebody do something by making 

them angry or excited
8. A home for children whose parents are dead or 

unable to care for them
11. Combining two or more things into one
13. A small room or area used as a kitchen
15. A hint
16. A flat shoe made from soft leather with large stitches 

around the front

1. A form of public support or approval
9. To take a person’s attention 

away from what they are trying to do
10. A peaceful, calm state, without noise
12. The feeling of being a little angry
14. A person who is responsible for keeping 

a building in good condition
17. In a very enthusiastic and eager manner
18. Impossible to believe
19. Not too much and not too little
20. A formal written or spoken statement
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PUZZLES QUESTIONS 
 
PUZZLE #16 
 
Across            Down 

1.  To study or examine something in detail 
3.  Permission to enter a place or institution 
5.  A vehicle with wings and one or more engines  
      that can fly through the air 
7.  Too many to be counted 
10. A slaughterhouse 
12. A small carnivorous mammal 
13. To give someone too much care or protection 
14. A word that joins other words, parts of  
      sentences, and sentences 
16. Having existed for many years 
17. A loud noise repeatedly sounding as an echo 
18. To occur as a result or consequence of something 
19. The state of being away from a place or person  
 

2. To stress or single out as important 
4. A state of confusion without any order 
6. A suggestion 
8. A person who wants to be chosen for something 
9. Relating to or expressed as a number or numbers 
11.  Alternative That you can use or do instead of  
     something else  
15. A prolonged bitter quarrel with or campaign  
     against someone  

 

 
uncountable | turbulence |  resultant  |  recommendation |  reverberate  |  candidate |  analyse   | conjunction  

abattoir | admittance  | mollycoddle  | vendetta  | aeroplane  |  absence | alternative  |  mongoose 
numerical  |  emphasise  |  ancient 

 
 
PUZZLE #18 
 
Across           Down 

1.   A group of words established by usage as having a 
meaning not deducible from those of the individual words 
3.   The dried root of a Mediterranean plant, used in

medicines and to give flavour to food, esp. sweets 
9.   Sentimental longing or wistful affection for a period  
       in the past. 
10. Having a good understanding of culture and fashion 
14. Not too much and not too little 
16. A form of public support or approval 
17. Impossible to believe 
18. A willingness to give help or support, esp. more than 
       is usual or expected 
19. A small room or area used as a kitchen 
20. A flat shoe made from soft leather with large stitches  
      around the front  

2.    Something that prevents someone from giving
their attention to something else 

4.    A hint 
5.    A home for children whose parents are dead or  
       unable to care for them 
6.    A formal written or spoken statement 
7.    Taking place at the end of or as a result of a certain 
       process  
8.    A person who is responsible for keeping a building  
       or place in good condition 
11. The action or process of combining two or more  
       things into one 
12. Having a face that looks attractive in photographs 
13. Connected with literature 
15. Attractive in an exciting and special way 

 
integration | moderation | idiom  |  literary | nostalgia  |  inkling  | testimony | sophisticated | glamorous   
endorsement  | moccasin  | eventual |  photogenic  | generosity  |orphanage  | incredible  | kitchenette   

superintendent  | distraction |  liquorice 
  

Complete the crossword puzzle using the words at the bottom of 
the page. 
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